In order to solve the problems that CV model can't segment object which is partially occluded or has similar gray value with background or has obvious textures, we add shape restraint equations of prior shape to level set function, which keeps the curve to be a specific class shape in the whole evolvement, thus we realize shape preserving in object segmentation. In addition, we build an energy function for rectangle object using our proposed model, deduce a group of corresponding Euler-Lagrange ordinary differential functions and evolve the level set function. By evolution, rectangle object can be segmented, and the final level set function is just the quantitative description of the rectangle object. At last, we validate with three groups of experiments that our model can not only segment the rectangle object from complex backgrounds, but also has lessened calculation and strong robustness.
INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation is a fundamental research topic in image processing, which is usually used to extract the interested target or segment a given image into several regions including different characteristics. There are many image segmentation algorithms, including segmentation algorithm based on threshold [1] , edge [2] , region [3] , texture [4] , morphology [5] , wavelet transform [6] , fuzzy set theory [7] , partial differential equations [8] and so on. Because of segmentation algorithm based on partial differential equation with the principle of minimum energy for physical basis and the theory of partial differential equation for mathematical basis, it has a strong local adaptability and flexibility, and is a research hotspot in the field of image segmentation. Level set method as a new image segmentation algorithm based on partial differential equation, is a good way to deal with images of the variable topology structure, ease of integrating edges, areas and other characteristics, and so attracts the attention of many researchers.
However, when the image is disturbed by noise, or edges are blurred, or some parts of the object are occluded, image segmentation becomes difficult. When object and background have similar gray value, it is difficult to segment object from background. When object itself has some obvious textures, it is possible to result a wrong segmentation.
CV model [9] is based on variational level set method, which has perfect antinoise performance and can segment object with blurred edges. However, it is difficult to segment object which is partially occluded or has similar gray value with background or has obvious textures. Tony Chan proposed a level set model based on prior shape [10] , which keeps active contour to be prior shape in the whole evolvement, so it can solve the problems mentioned above. However, affine transformation of prior shape in the evolvement produces the great amount of calculation.
In this paper, we improve Tony Chan's model, and replace active contour with prior shape. Through the evolution of prior shape's level set function, energy can be minimized, and object segmentation can be realized. So we omit affine transformation of prior shape and decrease the amount of calculation.
The outline of remainder paper is as follows: In section 2, we introduce CV model. In section3, we propose segmentation model based on shape preserving and CV variational level set. In section 4, rectangle object segmentation model is presented. Some experiment results are shown in section 5.In section 6, we conclude our method end this paper.
CV MODEL
CV model defines energy function of active contour as bellow:
where the former two are data fidelity items, the latter two are smoothing items, 0, 0, 0, 0
parameters, and function H is the Heaviside function 1,
. Energy function minimum corresponds to the final segmentation contour C .
According to variational method, Euler-Lagrange ordinary differential function can be deduced as bellow:
(1 )
where function δ is the Dirac function
SEGMENTATION MODEL BASED ON SHAPE PRESERVING AND CV VARIATIONAL LEVEL SET
Tony Chan added prior shape as constraint to CV model, and established energy function as bellow:
where φ represents the level set function of prior shape. In each step of evolution process, it is possible for prior shape to produce affine transformation such as translation, rotating and scaling. Because of prior shape as constraint, the smoothing items in Eq. (1) are omitted [10] .
Analysis Eq. (4) -(6), when energy becomes minimized, active contour is equal to prior shape. At this time, Eq. (4) is equivalent to the expression as bellow:
Clearly, Eq. (7) means that if active contour is replaced with prior shape, it is able to achieve shape preserving during the process of image segmentation. In addition, prior shape is needn't to be affine transformed, it is only to iterate parameters in the level set function of prior shape.
RECTANGLE OBJECT SEGMENTATION MODEL
Rectangle can be regarded as a collection of four lines, each of which has parallel or vertical relation with the others, so if we want to detect a rectangle object, we can detect the collection of four lines, 1 
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Experiment 2: object has similar gray value with background
In original image, the left part of the rectangle object has similar gray value with the adjacent background. CV model segments object and background together. Tony Chan's model and our model can segment the object correctly. However, our model has less amount of calculation than Tony Chan's.
Experiment 3: object has obvious textures
In original image, the object has some obvious textures. CV model segments not only object, but also the textures. Tony Chan's model and our model can segment the object correctly. However, our model has less amount of calculation than Tony Chan's.
CONCLUSION
On the basis of CV variational level set model, we add shape constraint and propose a segmentation model based on shape preserving and CV variational level set. We present the level set function of active contour curve with the level set function of prior shape directly, which keeps the curve to be a specific class shape in the whole evolvement, thus we realize shape preserving in the process of object segmentation. Without considering building shape model through affine transformation, the calculation amount is remarkably reduced. In addition, we build a model of rectangle object segmentation using our model, and validate with three groups of experiments that our model can segment rectangle object which is partially occluded or has similar gray value with background or has obvious textures correctly and relatively quickly. So our model has strong robustness to occlusion, deformity and noise, moreover it has greatly lessened calculation amount.
